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Discussion
• Peek’s Participation in the collaboration process
• Role in developing a high resolution controller
specification that was broader than the current
research needs and how vendors can serve a
diverse user base
• New Controller platforms and how they have
enabled the collection of high resolution data

Collaboration
• All vendors were invited to participate.
• Econolite was first to develop the data logger for
the high resolution data required by Purdue and
INDOT for their research into performance
measures.
• Peek came next once our new ATC controller was
ready to implement the data logger.
• Discussion ensued on whether Peek should adopt
the Econolite controller log format, or if the data
extraction mechanism and final data set was
enough. Decision was made that the resulting final
data format was the most important.

INDOT Data Retrieval and Processing

Why Stop at the INDOT Scope?
• During the development of the high resolution data
collection engine, we realized that we were
excluding a lot of valuable data for various new
applications.
• With over 20 years in the data collection equipment
manufacturing business, we quickly realized that
customers would want more and different data than
was in the current INDOT requirement.
• What is needed is a user configurable data
collection mechanism to customize the data being
collected for ever expanding data intensive
applications.

Advanced Logging Configuration

What Can Be Logged?
Phase Status
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PHASE_ON_OFF
BEGIN_PHASE_NEXT
BEGIN_PHASE_GREEN
BEGIN_PHASE_YELLOW
BEGIN_PHASE_RED_CLEAR
BEGIN_PED_DONT_WALK
BEGIN_PED_WALK
BEGIN_PED_CLEAR

Internal/External Phase Control
•
•
•
•
•
•

PHASE_HOLD_ON_OFF
PHASE_OMIT_ON_OFF
PHASE_FORCE_OFF_ON_OFF
PED_OMIT_ON_OFF
VEH_CALL_ON_OFF
PED_CALL_ON_OFF

What Can Be Logged?
Phase Timing
•
•
•
•
•

PHASE_MIN_COMPLETE
PHASE_TERM_GAP_OUT
PHASE_TERM_MAX_OUT
PHASE_TERM_FORCE_OFF
ALLOCATED_SPLIT_BEGIN_END

Detectors
• VEH_DETECTOR_ON_OFF
• PED_DETECTOR_ON_OFF

Detector Volume/Occupancy
• VOL_OCC_SEQUENCE_CHANGE
• VEH_DETECTOR_VOL_CHANGE
• VEH_DETECTOR_OCC_CHANGE

What Can Be Logged?
Overlaps
•
•
•
•
•

OVERLAP_ON_OFF
BEGIN_OVERLAP_GREEN
BEGIN_OVL_GRN_EXTENSION
BEGIN_OVERLAP_YELLOW
BEGIN_OVERLAP_RED_CLR

Preempts
• PREEMPT_INPUT_ON_OFF
• PREEMPTOR_IN_CONTROL_ON_OFF

Coordination
•
•
•
•
•

PATTERN_STATUS_CHANGE
FREE_STATUS_CHANGE
CYCLE_LENGTH_CHANGE
OFFSET_LENGTH_CHANGE
SPLIT_CHANGE

What Can Be Logged?
Unit
•
•
•
•
•
•

PATTERN_CHANGE
CONTROL_STATUS_CHANGE
FLASH_STATUS_CHANGE
ALARM_STATUS1_CHANGE
ALARM_STATUS2_CHANGE
SHORT_ALARM_STATUS_CHANGE
SPECIAL_FUNCTION_ON_OFF

Detector Alarms
• VEH_DET_ALARM_CHANGE
• PED_DET_ALARM_CHANGE

What Can Be Logged?

Channels
• BEGIN_CHANNEL_RED
• BEGIN_CHANNEL_YELLOW
• BEGIN_CHANNEL_GREEN

Alarms
• POWER_INTERRUPT_ON_OFF
• MCE_ON_OFF
• INTERVAL_ADVANCE_ON_OFF

Advanced Logging Viewable in Field

Advanced Logs

High Resolution Data- Many Uses
• Performance measures
• Coordination optimization (possible self
optimization)
• Detector/other hardware troubleshooting
• Sequence validation/troubleshooting
• Product Support Tool
• Adaptive control development
• Basic traffic studies
• Legal defense
• Etc.

High Resolution Data= More Data
•
•
•
•
•

Collected and stored every 100ms (1/10th second)
Much larger than traditional controller log files
Requires Horsepower and Memory
Requires ability to retrieve it
Requires ability to store and process it in the office

Newer Controller Platforms
The emerging traffic controllers from the U.S.
manufacturers are more versatile and powerful:
• Advanced Transportation Controller Standard
Modular Processor Engine Board
Ø Native Ethernet Support
Ø Faster Processors/More Memory
Ø Linux Operating System
Ø

• Full NTCIP Compliance/Compatibility
• Maintain NEMA TS2 Compliance

Example: Peek Traffic ATC-1000
• Microprocessor- 300Mhz
• Memory: 64Mb DRAM, 1Mb SRAM, Expandable with
SD Card Memory Slot on Engine Board
• 2 Ethernet Ports standard
• 1 RS-485 (TS2 SDLC)
• 3 RS-232 (two 9-pin, one 25-pin)
• ATC standard engine board

Discussion on Memory Requirements
• Volatile vs. Non-Volatile Memory
• Currently, the high resolution data is allocated 1Mb
of RAM for storage (on Peek controller).
• Depending on what is selected to be recorded, we
can record approximately 2 days of data on 1Mb.
• Peek keeps the current hour’s data in SRAM, which
survives power outages, but all else is lost.
• What is needed is a “hard drive” in the controller.
• Solution is solid state removable memory, like SD
memory cards.
• If 1Mb=2 days, then 1000Mb (i.e.. 1GB) = 2000
days

Main Points
• The potential for high resolution data extends far
beyond the current initiatives for capturing,
defining, and analyzing performance measures.
• The high resolution data can also be used in a day
to day operational role, allowing for playback of
controller activity, diagnostics, and operational
validation.
• As the data requirements expand, the need for
more advanced field equipment will also expand.
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